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This submission is provided in regard to Part A: Chapter 4 of the Phase 2 Reserve Bank
Act review: Should there be depositor protection in New Zealand?

It says that it is not clear there is any need for additional depositor protection in New
Zealand but that, if any further protection is to be considered, the simplest and best option
(which has not been included in the review brief) is for depositors’ transaction accounts
(cheque accounts) to be treated as sovereign funds owned by the depositor. 

The submission and attachment provide the argument and discussion, which I request be
included in this review. 

Regards

William Foster

______________________

William Foster
Capital Market and Governance Specialist
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Protecting Depositors.



This submission is made in response to the current public consultation for phase 2 of the Reserve Bank Act Review. This submission relates to Key Topic 3: Should there be depositor protection in New Zealand?



In 2013 when the Government and Reserve Bank were considering the OBR policy to speed up the processing of failed banks, options for the protection of depositors monies were being considered. 



I wrote to the then Minster of Finance proposing that Secured Transaction Deposit Accounts were the simplest, fairest, least costly and most efficient way of dealing with the problems of maintaining transaction continuity in a bank failure and the protection of public deposits.



In the end the Government apparently decided that the additional costs and the extent of the moral hazard created within banks by providing protection for all depositors outweighed the benefits to the public at the low level of default risk. OBR was introduced to speed up the process of bank liquidation (transactions resume the next day with investors promised at least a “de minimus” amount of funding available). This did not resolve the problem of ‘In-flight” transactions and the Reserve Bank has subsequently moved to increase the frequency of inter-bank payment resolution, which has improved but not completely removed the problem. In addition the small amount of the de minimus anticipated and uncertainty over the amount did not eliminate the risk that some people with larger deposits in their accounts would be seriously affected by the freeze on their remaining funds.



The idea of making depositors the legal owners of their own “sovereign” or “real” money is not a new one, as you may see from the attached note on “Protecting Depositors’ Funds”, but discussion and arguments have continued over the different ways, and the extent to which such ideas may be implemented in modern banking systems. 



New Zealand now has one of the most automated money transfer systems and high levels of electronic banking and money transfers in the world. Interbank transfers already take place in Real (Reserve Bank account) money. This makes the idea of making depositors electronic deposits and transfers in their own “real” money more practical than in other countries.



Notes and coin in circulation are only some $800m, out of around $60B of deposits in transaction accounts. Daily real money transfers (in ESAS) are around $30B of which around $4B represent transfers between banks of net customers’ transfers.[footnoteRef:2]. New Zealand thus has an ideal opportunity for the Government to set a leading example in the protection of depositors monies and the provision of secure electronic transaction services.  [2:  Broad numbers from Reserve Bank stats and ESAS annual report.] 




This option is superior to the alternatives of deposit insurance or a government guarantee and I urge you to include it in your considerations.



Is protection of depositors needed?



The introduction of Basle III capital requirements and more extensive bank monitoring has substantially reduced the (already small) risk of Registered Bank failure in New Zealand and it is not clear that any further explicit protection for banks’ depositors is currently required. The risk of losing unsecured funds however still exists for non-bank deposit taking institutions and other financial institutions taking short term deposits of public monies.



Since the Reserve Bank also supervises non-bank Financial Institutions it is not clear that there is a general understanding and acceptance that monies deposited with both bank and non-bank institutions are unsecured and “at risk”. Also there is a general concern about the efficacy of regulation of banks by the regulators (from the Australian Banking Commission enquiry) and an implicit understanding amongst the general public (reinforced by the South Canterbury Finance and previous bank bailouts in New Zealand) that the government provides an implicit guarantee of bank and non-bank depositors funds - and maybe finance companies).



These lingering concerns will be resolved once and for all if depositors funds intended for transaction purposes (i.e. cheque account deposits, not savings or investment accounts funds) are treated as sovereign money owned by the depositor.



Transaction Services and Banking Services increasingly distinct.



Ever since depositors money has been declared to legally belong to the bank, banks have enjoyed the availability of money they pay no interest on, to invest or support their leveraged money creation activities from which they (and their investors) profit. However, as transaction processing systems have become more efficient (and ever cheaper) banks generally have been able to develop the provision of more extensive payment and transaction services for their customers’ convenience and benefit.



The Reserve Bank has also developed modern and efficient systems for processing sovereign money accounts held by financial institutions and for transactions between them. 

Management of the money transfers for most bank customers is cleared in the Settlement Before Interchange (SBI) system before any net ESAS transfers. SBI is managed by a separate company (Payments NZ Ltd). 



Electronic payment systems are increasingly ubiquitous and payment services is now a line of bank business activity that is increasingly separate from bank lending and investment activities.



How it would work.



The simplest implementation for making depositors transaction monies into sovereign (otherwise called “Real”) monies therefore would be to declare depositors “cheque” accounts held at banks as sub-accounts of their ESAS (Exchange Settlement Account System) accounts for each bank, and owned by the depositors. The ESAS uses sovereign (real) money held in accounts at the Reserve Bank and Interbank transfers are already all in Real Money.



Funds in depositors transaction accounts would then be sovereign monies owned by the depositor and thus fully protected in any bank failure. 



The change would not be obvious to most depositors and no change is required to the current services and systems for other savings accounts and credit accounts, or for credit transaction processing. These activities could continue to use bank owned money and credit created by the banks and card companies and carry associated investment and credit risks that lenders (savings depositors and credit card companies e.g. Mastercard and Visa) are expected to understand, accept, and manage. The primary lending and private money creation activities of banks would be unaffected.



Printed cheques also would continue to be used with acceptance necessarily subject to current checks that the funds are fully cleared for transfer and transferred by the transferor bank. Notes and coin (already “sovereign money”) deposited would be immediately credited to the customers transaction (cheque) account.



The requirement could be implemented by legislation or Reserve Bank Regulation. 



For the transition, the Reserve Bank would effectively “create” sovereign money in its accounts equivalent to the amount in depositors accounts (increasing its balance sheet accordingly), and exactly the same amount of private money would be removed by the banks eliminating depositors transaction account assets and liabilities from their balance sheets - so the money supply would be unaffected. banks would continue to hold and account for the assets of depositors in their transaction accounts, but these would be depositors assets, not bank assets.



[Banks could not be given the power to create Sovereign money, since this would usurp the Reserve Bank’s role and effectively allow them to issue themselves sovereign funds as they wanted.]



Bank Reserves would remain unchanged and with banks’ current equity levels around $40B, the balance sheet reduction would increase their capital ratios and be positive for shareholders, while depositors gain the benefit of having fully protected (sovereign) funds in their transaction accounts.



Funds held by banks for depositors in their transaction accounts surplus to daily requirements for transfer to other banks would earn overnight interest at the Reserve Bank at the prevailing risk free rate[footnoteRef:3]. This could be either paid to depositors or used to offset and subsidise the costs of money transfers. [3:  This is currently OCR - 0.5% but an increase of some $50B plus in overnight funds might lead the Reserve Bank to lower the risk free rate (even to zero) to avoid any significant interest payment obligation and to encourage depositors to lend their sovereign funds to the Bank for its other settlements.] 




After the transition, assuming banks retain their private money creation role, transfers between (bank owned money) savings or investment accounts and (depositors owned money) [cheque] transaction accounts would require banks to borrow (and repay) Real money for transfer to (and from) depositors transaction accounts (as they do now between banks at a net level). 



Banks making a transfer from an investment to a transaction account would need to obtain the corresponding real funds, either from their own ESAS funds or by borrowing them e.g. from the Reserve Bank (as now). Conversely a transfer from a transaction account to a savings or investment account would be treated just as a deposit of notes and coin is now.



Banks would be free to determine whether transaction services would need to be charged for or if their customers could be paid a nominal amount for risk free deposits not used for transfers[footnoteRef:4].  [4:  Customers might agree to lend their money to the Bank for other settlements as required at a nominal rate.] 




If depositors chose to hold significant amounts of funds long term in transaction accounts, Banks would be free to incentivise transfers to (bank owned money) savings or investment accounts through interest differences or charges (i.e. borrowing from depositors as they do now). Such transfers would allow banks to increase their own real money deposits at the Reserve Bank or to repay their borrowings of Reserve Bank funds.



Alternatives



Customer accounts at the reserve bank (or as a Bank Option)



Giving depositors direct access to Sovereign money accounts at the Reserve Bank, rather than indirectly through registered banks, might seem a logical extension of the idea of “real money” accounts (on the principle that such access should not be privileged to approved institutions only), however it would face the practical problem of significantly increasing the transaction volumes through ESAS and an unnecessarily complication of the money transfer system (i.e. having to distinguish and deal with individual transfers between real and private types of money and so removing the benefits of transferring only fungible monies in the system).  It also would be a significant dis-intermediation of bank’s traditional customer servicing role that would be strongly opposed by the banks, and would give the Reserve Bank a set of additional customer level relationship management responsibilities and costs that it is not set up to manage and provide for as a regulator. Front-line banks are regulated by the Reserve Bank and established providers of customer services and should continue in that role.



Making real money accounts at the Reserve Bank (or at their bank) optional would also create depositor confusion over the status of the money in their accounts and not significantly reduce the expectation of an implied government guarantee over private money accounts.






Trust Accounts



Banks could be required to hold depositors money in trust for the customer, rather than treat it as an unsecured loan to the bank. This would impose a range of trust obligations on banks which would be costly and would prevent them from using depositors funds for investment or loan, yet they would still be included in the balance sheets of the bank. This alternative would raise costs for banks and involve more changes in bank customer relationship practices.



Securing depositors Balances



Banks could be required to make depositors funds secured deposits. This would require banks to raise more capital to protect these funds and thus also be more costly.  





Government Guarantee



A Government Guarantee of depositors funds creates the Moral Hazard risk for banks that they can use these unsecured funds without any risk to depositors of loss of the monies. That is a government protection of banks, rather than customers and may encourage banks to undertake more risky lending and investment, thus increasing the potential liability to the Crown and taxpayers. it also creates an unfunded liability of the Government which is avoided under the proposal for making depositors funds Real money. However, as there is no direct or immediate increased cost, this is the second best option for depositor protection.



Deposit Insurance



Deposit insurance to protect depositors funds adds an unnecessary layer of intermediation and cost (for either banks, their customers or taxpayers), and additional time and cost in the resolution of a bank failure. It is the second most expensive deposit protection alternative (after requiring banks to fully secure deposits) and therefore less preferred as a protection mechanism. However, it will be favoured and advocated by Insurance companies and banks as it adds a regulated layer of activity and cost to the payment infrastructure which benefits financial institutions by creating new activities whose costs can be recovered through fees or charges without argument. This is one reason why it has been preferred overseas, thus allowing the argument of overseas practice to be used to support its adoption here.





Application to Non-Bank financial Institutions



The arrangement of giving depositors access to Reserve Bank ESAS “Real Money” accounts through banks’ sub-accounts could readily be extended to other financial institutions (non-bank deposit takers) and their depositors to ensure protection of their monies deposited i.e. not lent for investment.



Conclusion



This proposal is not only the least disruptive and most cost effective solution to the deposit protection discussion, and a natural development of the current ESAS system, but will contribute substantially to the reputation of New Zealand for the security and efficiency of our money transfer systems and allow the Reserve bank to achieve its objectives of “finality”, “irrevocability” and “certainty” in the payment system. 



I commend it for your earnest consideration and would be happy to provide any further clarification or respond to any further questions. 



Kind Regards



William Foster[footnoteRef:5] [5:   William Foster (B.E (elect). M.Comm. MInstD, MIPENZ) is a capital market and governance specialist. He is a past Managing Director of the NZSE (predecessor of the NZX), responsible for the FASTER settlement system in the 1990’s and its associated regulation for electronic transfers. He was COO of the Abu Dhabi Securities Market and is a past Executive Director of the Mudara Institute of Directors (in the DIFC), and a Vice President of the ISEEE (a not for profit organisation of past International Exchange Executives). He has spent time in Cambodia as lead expert and project manager assisting the Securities and Exchange Commission of Cambodia (SECC) and the Government of Cambodia to develop their capital market regulatory framework and review their Financial Sector development Strategy, and more recently In Sri Lanka assisting with the demutualization of the Colombo Stock Exchange. He is a founding shareholder of Efficient Market Services Ltd, the owner of the Unlisted Securities Market (USX).] 





















Protecting depositors funds: Securing cheque accounts





What most people don’t realise when we “deposit” money in our cheque accounts is that we are not handing it to the bank for safekeeping: rather we are lending it to the bank and we give up ownership of the money. It is recorded as a claim against the bank and used with other money of the bank for investment, loans and credit creation[footnoteRef:2] (which carries risk). So transactions in the payment system within banks are made with private bank money. Banks act as intermediaries, not agents, on behalf of customers in the payment system. [2:  As “Keister and McAndrews (2009), staff economists at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, write: “Suppose that Bank A gives a new loan of $20 to Firm X, which continues to hold a deposit account with Bank A. Bank A does this by crediting Firm X’s account by $20. The bank now has a new asset (the loan to Firm X) and an offsetting liability (the increase in Firm X’s deposit at the bank). Importantly, Bank A still has [unchanged] reserves in its account. In other words, the loan to Firm X does not decrease Bank A’s reserve holdings at all.” Putting this differently, the bank does not lend out reserves (money) that it already owns, rather it creates new deposit money ex nihilo.”: q.v (5).] 




Banks and other approved financial institutions are the ones who operate the payment system and carry out lending and credit creation. The lending and credit creation role is now taken for granted, but banks were not always intermediaries and lenders. Prior to 1811 title in depositor’s accounts belonged to the depositor.[footnoteRef:3] [3:  Carr v Carr Nov 1811. Prior to 1811 title to the money in depositors’ accounts belonged to the depositor. Lending of depositors’ money without their consent could then have been considered fraudulent. Sir William Grant ruled that since money paid into a bank deposit had been ‘paid in generally’, and not earmarked in a sealed bag (i.e., as a ‘specific deposit’) the transaction had become a loan rather than a bailment. Following that, in Foley vs. Hill [1848], in the High Court of Chancery, Lord Cottenham stated ‘There is a fallacy in likening the dealings of a banker to the case of a deposit to which in legal effect they have no sort of resemblance, money paid into a banker’s account becomes immediately a part of his general assets and he is merely a debtor for the amount’.
These two judicial decisions gave legal status to the banking practice of removing depositors’ money from their accounts and lending it to others. Since then, title to depositors’ money is transferred from the depositor to the bank at the moment that the deposit is made.] 




Since then private money (created by private banks) has been different from government issued or sovereign money (referred to as “Real Money[footnoteRef:4] and which only the Reserve Bank has the right to issue in New Zealand [footnoteRef:5] - this is traditionally notes and coin, but in modern payment systems includes electronically created and issued funds in Accounts at the Reserve Bank). [4:  Fiat money issued by the Government (Reserve Bank) - irredeemable and not to be confused with commodity backed Government issued money (e.g Gold Standard) advocated by some.]  [5:  Under the Reserve Bank Act of 1933 (and the subsequent Reserve Bank Act of 1989), the Reserve Bank became the only authority allowed to issue New Zealand currency, and Reserve Bank Notes and coins are legal tender for settling any debt. “The Legal History of Money in New Zealand: Ken Mathews, Reserve Bank Bulletin, 2003, Vol 66 No 1”. ] 




The system currently provides a benefit to banks, since they get depositors funds intended for payment transactions (because of the significant convenience value to customers), as well as deposits intended for savings or investment, and can use that money as they wish, including to back lending through the creation of more private money deposits on which they may then earn interest. 



This benefit is taken by the small group of Registered Banks that owns the privilege to privately create money. It is a privilege that, due to its enormous benefits, is often originally acquired as a result of intense rent-seeking behavior.[footnoteRef:6] Private banks thus have little interest in changing the system, and have generally opposed efforts to ensure that depositors accounts are owned by depositors, or that they represent government issued money.[footnoteRef:7] [6:  Benes and Kumhof; IMF Research paper; August 2012; "The Chicago Plan revisited"]  [7:  Various proposals have been made - 100% reserve ratios, separating deposits from credit activities, major reform of the monetary system such as the Chicago Plan, and legislation to make deposits secured. Proposals include; in the US - The American Monetary Act, and the American Monetary NEED Act HR2990 ; and in the UK in 2008 The Earl of Caithness's Private Members Bill "The Fully Secured Current Accounts Bill".] 




The linkage to payments is important because our current electronic payment system is a modern evolution of the cheque payment system.  As banks held customers’ payment monies in their cheque accounts, these were naturally the starting point for retail electronic payments. 



Since each Bank creates its own private money, progressive improvements have been introduced to speed up the processing of interbank payments[footnoteRef:8], thus reducing the risk of banks’ failing to meet payment obligations to each other. Banks are part of the ESAS[footnoteRef:9] system, which provides overnight interbank settlement and allows intraday settlements for high value payments at any time during the day[footnoteRef:10]. These Interbank settlements (including for the net amounts owing between banks for customers' transactions) take place in Real (Sovereign) Money (i.e. amounts in accounts held by the banks [and other approved financial institutions] at the Reserve Bank). The ability to transfer money between banks is implemented at the intermediary (Bank) level only and not at the customer transaction level. Customers do not have direct access to ESAS accounts or ownership of electronic sovereign money. [8:  Since in accepting money from another bank, any bank had to be satisfied that the paying bank was solvent and could honor its obligations to redeem its monies in sovereign funds, if necessary. To resolve this mutual distrust, the Reserve Bank introduced the requirement that interbank daily net transfers be made in sovereign money, in which everyone had confidence. ]  [9:  https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/markets-and-payments/esas ]  [10:  Retail payment settlements between banks are made on a net basis (after clearing) at regular intervals. The system also provides for High Value payments of individual transactions to be made directly at any time. This is referred to as Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS). ] 




The Reserve Bank charges for the privilege of providing sovereign money for transactions. ESAS accounts cannot be overdrawn. To get money in their ESAS accounts, banks can either: 

deposit notes and coin lodged with them by depositors;

receive payments from other ESAS members;

repo securities (at a discount) to borrow sovereign funds;

buy funds at the prevailing rate set by the Reserve Bank (OCR +1.7%); or 

borrow from other ESAS members. 



Conversely the Bank pays interest on surplus funds (overnight) at a rate of (OCR-0.5%). This is the overnight rate earned on “risk free money”. 



Individual Bank customers have no access to their own ESAS accounts and cannot earn overnight interest on their monies at this risk free rate.



With the growing availability of credit through card companies the EFT-POS[footnoteRef:11] payment systems had to be designed to allow the electronic recording of credit card company transactions as well as banking payments and the clearing within and between banks of transactions to be settled net through the ESAS system. The modern EFT-POS system allows payments to be debited from, and credited to, cash, savings and credit accounts. [11:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EFTPOS] 




Bank customers are unsecured creditors of that bank, so the weakness and risk for ordinary customers in the current system of private money payments is that if any Bank fails, unsecured creditors (including customer deposits) may be called upon to meet the bank’s liabilities. 



Generally this risk raises no concerns for customers, except in the event of a failure of a bank, when the Open Bank Resolution (OBR)[footnoteRef:12] policy of the Reserve Bank now applies.  [12:  https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/regulation-and-supervision/banks/open-bank-resolution ] 




The OBR policy of the Reserve Bank aims to speed up the resolution of the affairs of an insolvent financial institution, but provides no full protection[footnoteRef:13] for depositors monies for the extent to which they may required to meet the liabilities of the bank. [13:  The offering of a “de minimus” level of guaranteed funds for customers (to be determined in each case, but examples are as small as $4500 or $500) is not a guarantee that any significant level of depositors monies will be protected.] 




Furthermore, the Reserve Bank has acknowledged  that “in flight” transactions (which have been entered by customers but not yet settled when the bank is declared insolvent) are not guaranteed to be settled completely in the event of the application of the OBR policy. Unless the Reserve Bank determines that they will (at the expense of other bank creditors), the payments system does not yet have finality, certainty, and irrevocability, nor is it sure to be free from disruption - basic objectives for the payment system that the Reserve Bank has, but softened a little under the current Financial Market Infrastructure (FMI) objectives by removing irrevocability and focusing more on risk management, governance, transparency and stability.[footnoteRef:14]. [14:  https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/-/media/ReserveBank/Files/regulation-and-supervision/financial-market-infrastructure-oversight/oversight-of-financial-market-infrastructures-in-new-zealand.pdf?la=en] 




Increasing the frequency of interbank settlements (which the Reserve Bank has encouraged)  further reduces payment settlement risk, but does not remove it, nor simplify the payment system.



Significant and costly mitigations (through capital requirements for banks) are currently stipulated by the Reserve Bank to minimise the risk that a Bank failure will result in deposits losing their unsecured funds. Full protection for depositors requires either: 

that depositors funds are fully secured; 

that the Government guarantees depositors; 

that insurance cover is provided, or 

that depositors funds are treated as sovereign funds owned by the depositor, as Bank funds in their ESAS accounts are now. 



While different banks and card companies compete for customers, they all agree to use the central, standard electronic payment system, which is regulated by the Reserve Bank (which has responsibility for national payment systems). Standards for the payment system are now promulgated by Payments NZ Ltd. which also provides clearing services for banks customer transactions prior to net settlement.



So there is already a high degree of standardisation, regulation and effective monopoly in the national electronic payment system built around bank accounts. It is ubiquitous in New Zealand and there is no practical competitive alternative for the public for most payments. The Government and many organisations now mandate that people in receipt of their payments have bank accounts for receipt of monies by electronic transfer.



Providing Secured or Real Money Transaction Deposit Accounts for depositors funds will remove any need for (and arguments for) deposit insurance or Government guarantees (which add costs for depositors or taxpayers, and introduce moral hazard for bankers).



Requiring electronic transactions for individual depositors to be in real money may be achieved in a variety of ways[footnoteRef:15], but implementing a Real Money payment system does not have to mean implementing more radical monetary reforms proposed such as eliminating private credit or money creation[footnoteRef:16].  [15:  e.g. Other options include making cheque accounts Trust Accounts (following securities industry practice), or requiring banks to make transaction deposit accounts secured funds, or even making customers transaction accounts direct Reserve Bank accounts (though this level of disintermediation would be opposed by banks).  A clear separation is needed between transaction accounts (which can only earn at best the risk free rate of interest), and savings and other investment accounts (which would be monies on loan to the bank and may be invested [at risk] to earn higher returns). Implementation could be by Legislation or Reserve Bank Regulation.]  [16:  q.v.(5)] 




However the credit system is structured, extending our Real Money payment system to cover depositors transaction balances should not impact banks’ lending and borrowing. Customer credit payments and transactions can continue as at present - the system for consumer payments already distinguishes between cheque account and credit balances and payments. Bank customers can arrange overdraft facilities to credit Real Money to their transaction accounts for payments if they wish - as they do now in private bank-owned money.



New Zealand has shown itself to be a leader in the development and use of electronic payment systems. Clearly the time has come, now that electronic payments are ubiquitous and we rely fully on the system’s availability and reliability, for the Reserve Bank to implement its objectives of “finality” and “certainty” fully in the system, by requiring the monies held in (and thus transactions to and from) our cheque accounts to be made in customers own Real Money.





William Foster

Revised December 2018
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The Treasury, 
1 The Terrace 
Wellington 6011 
NEW ZEALAND 
 

Protecting Depositors. 
 
This submission is made in response to the current public consultation for phase 2 of the 
Reserve Bank Act Review. This submission relates to Key Topic 3: Should there be 
depositor protection in New Zealand? 
 
In 2013 when the Government and Reserve Bank were considering the OBR policy to 
speed up the processing of failed banks, options for the protection of depositors monies 
were being considered.  
 
I wrote to the then Minster of Finance proposing that Secured Transaction Deposit 
Accounts were the simplest, fairest, least costly and most efficient way of dealing with 
the problems of maintaining transaction continuity in a bank failure and the protection of 
public deposits. 
 
In the end the Government apparently decided that the additional costs and the extent 
of the moral hazard created within banks by providing protection for all depositors 
outweighed the benefits to the public at the low level of default risk. OBR was introduced 
to speed up the process of bank liquidation (transactions resume the next day with 
investors promised at least a “de minimus” amount of funding available). This did not 
resolve the problem of ‘In-flight” transactions and the Reserve Bank has subsequently 
moved to increase the frequency of inter-bank payment resolution, which has improved 
but not completely removed the problem. In addition the small amount of the de 
minimus anticipated and uncertainty over the amount did not eliminate the risk that 
some people with larger deposits in their accounts would be seriously affected by the 
freeze on their remaining funds. 
 

[1]



The idea of making depositors the legal owners of their own “sovereign” or “real” money 
is not a new one, as you may see from the attached note on “Protecting Depositors’ 
Funds”, but discussion and arguments have continued over the different ways, and the 
extent to which such ideas may be implemented in modern banking systems.  
 
New Zealand now has one of the most automated money transfer systems and high 
levels of electronic banking and money transfers in the world. Interbank transfers already 
take place in Real (Reserve Bank account) money. This makes the idea of making 
depositors electronic deposits and transfers in their own “real” money more practical 
than in other countries. 
 
Notes and coin in circulation are only some $800m, out of around $60B of deposits in 
transaction accounts. Daily real money transfers (in ESAS) are around $30B of which 
around $4B represent transfers between banks of net customers’ transfers.1. New 
Zealand thus has an ideal opportunity for the Government to set a leading example in 
the protection of depositors monies and the provision of secure electronic transaction 
services.  
 
This option is superior to the alternatives of deposit insurance or a government 
guarantee and I urge you to include it in your considerations. 
 

Is protection of depositors needed? 
 
The introduction of Basle III capital requirements and more extensive bank monitoring 
has substantially reduced the (already small) risk of Registered Bank failure in New 
Zealand and it is not clear that any further explicit protection for banks’ depositors is 
currently required. The risk of losing unsecured funds however still exists for non-bank 
deposit taking institutions and other financial institutions taking short term deposits of 
public monies. 
 
Since the Reserve Bank also supervises non-bank Financial Institutions it is not clear that 
there is a general understanding and acceptance that monies deposited with both bank 
and non-bank institutions are unsecured and “at risk”. Also there is a general concern 
about the efficacy of regulation of banks by the regulators (from the Australian Banking 
Commission enquiry) and an implicit understanding amongst the general public 
(reinforced by the South Canterbury Finance and previous bank bailouts in New Zealand) 
that the government provides an implicit guarantee of bank and non-bank depositors 
funds - and maybe finance companies). 
 
These lingering concerns will be resolved once and for all if depositors funds intended for 
transaction purposes (i.e. cheque account deposits, not savings or investment accounts 
funds) are treated as sovereign money owned by the depositor. 
 

                                                 
1 Broad numbers from Reserve Bank stats and ESAS annual report. 



Transaction Services and Banking Services increasingly distinct. 
 
Ever since depositors money has been declared to legally belong to the bank, banks have 
enjoyed the availability of money they pay no interest on, to invest or support their 
leveraged money creation activities from which they (and their investors) profit. 
However, as transaction processing systems have become more efficient (and ever 
cheaper) banks generally have been able to develop the provision of more extensive 
payment and transaction services for their customers’ convenience and benefit. 
 
The Reserve Bank has also developed modern and efficient systems for processing 
sovereign money accounts held by financial institutions and for transactions between 
them.  
Management of the money transfers for most bank customers is cleared in the 
Settlement Before Interchange (SBI) system before any net ESAS transfers. SBI is 
managed by a separate company (Payments NZ Ltd).  
 
Electronic payment systems are increasingly ubiquitous and payment services is now a 
line of bank business activity that is increasingly separate from bank lending and 
investment activities. 
 

How it would work. 
 
The simplest implementation for making depositors transaction monies into sovereign 
(otherwise called “Real”) monies therefore would be to declare depositors “cheque” 
accounts held at banks as sub-accounts of their ESAS (Exchange Settlement Account 
System) accounts for each bank, and owned by the depositors. The ESAS uses sovereign 
(real) money held in accounts at the Reserve Bank and Interbank transfers are already all 
in Real Money. 
 
Funds in depositors transaction accounts would then be sovereign monies owned by the 
depositor and thus fully protected in any bank failure.  
 
The change would not be obvious to most depositors and no change is required to the 
current services and systems for other savings accounts and credit accounts, or for credit 
transaction processing. These activities could continue to use bank owned money and 
credit created by the banks and card companies and carry associated investment and 
credit risks that lenders (savings depositors and credit card companies e.g. Mastercard 
and Visa) are expected to understand, accept, and manage. The primary lending and 
private money creation activities of banks would be unaffected. 
 
Printed cheques also would continue to be used with acceptance necessarily subject to 
current checks that the funds are fully cleared for transfer and transferred by the 
transferor bank. Notes and coin (already “sovereign money”) deposited would be 
immediately credited to the customers transaction (cheque) account. 
 
The requirement could be implemented by legislation or Reserve Bank Regulation.  



 
For the transition, the Reserve Bank would effectively “create” sovereign money in its 
accounts equivalent to the amount in depositors accounts (increasing its balance sheet 
accordingly), and exactly the same amount of private money would be removed by the 
banks eliminating depositors transaction account assets and liabilities from their balance 
sheets - so the money supply would be unaffected. banks would continue to hold and 
account for the assets of depositors in their transaction accounts, but these would be 
depositors assets, not bank assets. 
 
[Banks could not be given the power to create Sovereign money, since this would usurp 
the Reserve Bank’s role and effectively allow them to issue themselves sovereign funds 
as they wanted.] 
 
Bank Reserves would remain unchanged and with banks’ current equity levels around 
$40B, the balance sheet reduction would increase their capital ratios and be positive for 
shareholders, while depositors gain the benefit of having fully protected (sovereign) 
funds in their transaction accounts. 
 
Funds held by banks for depositors in their transaction accounts surplus to daily 
requirements for transfer to other banks would earn overnight interest at the Reserve 
Bank at the prevailing risk free rate2. This could be either paid to depositors or used to 
offset and subsidise the costs of money transfers. 
 
After the transition, assuming banks retain their private money creation role, transfers 
between (bank owned money) savings or investment accounts and (depositors owned 
money) [cheque] transaction accounts would require banks to borrow (and repay) Real 
money for transfer to (and from) depositors transaction accounts (as they do now 
between banks at a net level).  
 
Banks making a transfer from an investment to a transaction account would need to 
obtain the corresponding real funds, either from their own ESAS funds or by borrowing 
them e.g. from the Reserve Bank (as now). Conversely a transfer from a transaction 
account to a savings or investment account would be treated just as a deposit of notes 
and coin is now. 
 
Banks would be free to determine whether transaction services would need to be 
charged for or if their customers could be paid a nominal amount for risk free deposits 
not used for transfers3.  
 

                                                 
2 This is currently OCR - 0.5% but an increase of some $50B plus in overnight funds might lead the 
Reserve Bank to lower the risk free rate (even to zero) to avoid any significant interest payment 
obligation and to encourage depositors to lend their sovereign funds to the Bank for its other 
settlements. 
3 Customers might agree to lend their money to the Bank for other settlements as required at a 
nominal rate. 



If depositors chose to hold significant amounts of funds long term in transaction 
accounts, Banks would be free to incentivise transfers to (bank owned money) savings or 
investment accounts through interest differences or charges (i.e. borrowing from 
depositors as they do now). Such transfers would allow banks to increase their own real 
money deposits at the Reserve Bank or to repay their borrowings of Reserve Bank funds. 
 

Alternatives 
 
CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS AT THE RESERVE BANK (OR AS A BANK OPTION) 
 
Giving depositors direct access to Sovereign money accounts at the Reserve Bank, rather 
than indirectly through registered banks, might seem a logical extension of the idea of 
“real money” accounts (on the principle that such access should not be privileged to 
approved institutions only), however it would face the practical problem of significantly 
increasing the transaction volumes through ESAS and an unnecessarily complication of 
the money transfer system (i.e. having to distinguish and deal with individual transfers 
between real and private types of money and so removing the benefits of transferring 
only fungible monies in the system).  It also would be a significant dis-intermediation of 
bank’s traditional customer servicing role that would be strongly opposed by the banks, 
and would give the Reserve Bank a set of additional customer level relationship 
management responsibilities and costs that it is not set up to manage and provide for as 
a regulator. Front-line banks are regulated by the Reserve Bank and established 
providers of customer services and should continue in that role. 
 
Making real money accounts at the Reserve Bank (or at their bank) optional would also 
create depositor confusion over the status of the money in their accounts and not 
significantly reduce the expectation of an implied government guarantee over private 
money accounts. 
 
  



TRUST ACCOUNTS 
 
Banks could be required to hold depositors money in trust for the customer, rather than 
treat it as an unsecured loan to the bank. This would impose a range of trust obligations 
on banks which would be costly and would prevent them from using depositors funds for 
investment or loan, yet they would still be included in the balance sheets of the bank. 
This alternative would raise costs for banks and involve more changes in bank customer 
relationship practices. 
 
SECURING DEPOSITORS BALANCES 
 
Banks could be required to make depositors funds secured deposits. This would require 
banks to raise more capital to protect these funds and thus also be more costly.   
 
 
GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE 
 
A Government Guarantee of depositors funds creates the Moral Hazard risk for banks 
that they can use these unsecured funds without any risk to depositors of loss of the 
monies. That is a government protection of banks, rather than customers and may 
encourage banks to undertake more risky lending and investment, thus increasing the 
potential liability to the Crown and taxpayers. it also creates an unfunded liability of the 
Government which is avoided under the proposal for making depositors funds Real 
money. However, as there is no direct or immediate increased cost, this is the second 
best option for depositor protection. 
 
DEPOSIT INSURANCE 
 
Deposit insurance to protect depositors funds adds an unnecessary layer of 
intermediation and cost (for either banks, their customers or taxpayers), and additional 
time and cost in the resolution of a bank failure. It is the second most expensive deposit 
protection alternative (after requiring banks to fully secure deposits) and therefore less 
preferred as a protection mechanism. However, it will be favoured and advocated by 
Insurance companies and banks as it adds a regulated layer of activity and cost to the 
payment infrastructure which benefits financial institutions by creating new activities 
whose costs can be recovered through fees or charges without argument. This is one 
reason why it has been preferred overseas, thus allowing the argument of overseas 
practice to be used to support its adoption here. 
 
 

Application to Non-Bank financial Institutions 
 
The arrangement of giving depositors access to Reserve Bank ESAS “Real Money” 
accounts through banks’ sub-accounts could readily be extended to other financial 
institutions (non-bank deposit takers) and their depositors to ensure protection of their 
monies deposited i.e. not lent for investment. 
 



Conclusion 
 
This proposal is not only the least disruptive and most cost effective solution to the 
deposit protection discussion, and a natural development of the current ESAS system, 
but will contribute substantially to the reputation of New Zealand for the security and 
efficiency of our money transfer systems and allow the Reserve bank to achieve its 
objectives of “finality”, “irrevocability” and “certainty” in the payment system.  
 
I commend it for your earnest consideration and would be happy to provide any further 
clarification or respond to any further questions.  
 
Kind Regards 
 
William Foster4 
 

                                                 
4  William Foster (B.E (elect). M.Comm. MInstD, MIPENZ) is a capital market and governance 
specialist. He is a past Managing Director of the NZSE (predecessor of the NZX), responsible for 
the FASTER settlement system in the 1990’s and its associated regulation for electronic 
transfers. He was COO of the Abu Dhabi Securities Market and is a past Executive Director of the 
Mudara Institute of Directors (in the DIFC), and a Vice President of the ISEEE (a not for profit 
organisation of past International Exchange Executives). He has spent time in Cambodia as lead 
expert and project manager assisting the Securities and Exchange Commission of Cambodia 
(SECC) and the Government of Cambodia to develop their capital market regulatory framework 
and review their Financial Sector development Strategy, and more recently In Sri Lanka assisting 
with the demutualization of the Colombo Stock Exchange. He is a founding shareholder of 
Efficient Market Services Ltd, the owner of the Unlisted Securities Market (USX). 

http://capitalmarketexperts.org/
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Protecting depositors funds: Securing cheque 
accounts 
 
 
What most people don’t realise when we “deposit” money in our cheque accounts 
is that we are not handing it to the bank for safekeeping: rather we are lending it to 
the bank and we give up ownership of the money. It is recorded as a claim against 
the bank and used with other money of the bank for investment, loans and credit 
creation1 (which carries risk). So transactions in the payment system within banks 
are made with private bank money. Banks act as intermediaries, not agents, on 
behalf of customers in the payment system. 
 
Banks and other approved financial institutions are the ones who operate the 
payment system and carry out lending and credit creation. The lending and credit 
creation role is now taken for granted, but banks were not always intermediaries 
and lenders. Prior to 1811 title in depositor’s accounts belonged to the depositor.2 
 

                                                 
1 As “Keister and McAndrews (2009), staff economists at the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York, write: “Suppose that Bank A gives a new loan of $20 to Firm X, which 
continues to hold a deposit account with Bank A. Bank A does this by crediting Firm X’s 
account by $20. The bank now has a new asset (the loan to Firm X) and an offsetting 
liability (the increase in Firm X’s deposit at the bank). Importantly, Bank A still has 
[unchanged] reserves in its account. In other words, the loan to Firm X does not decrease 
Bank A’s reserve holdings at all.” Putting this differently, the bank does not lend out 
reserves (money) that it already owns, rather it creates new deposit money ex nihilo.”: q.v 
(5). 
2 Carr v Carr Nov 1811. Prior to 1811 title to the money in depositors’ accounts belonged to 
the depositor. Lending of depositors’ money without their consent could then have been 
considered fraudulent. Sir William Grant ruled that since money paid into a bank deposit 
had been ‘paid in generally’, and not earmarked in a sealed bag (i.e., as a ‘specific 
deposit’) the transaction had become a loan rather than a bailment. Following that, in Foley 
vs. Hill [1848], in the High Court of Chancery, Lord Cottenham stated ‘There is a fallacy 
in likening the dealings of a banker to the case of a deposit to which in legal effect they 
have no sort of resemblance, money paid into a banker’s account becomes immediately a 
part of his general assets and he is merely a debtor for the amount’. 
These two judicial decisions gave legal status to the banking practice of removing 
depositors’ money from their accounts and lending it to others. Since then, title to 
depositors’ money is transferred from the depositor to the bank at the moment that the 
deposit is made. 

http://www.commonlii.org/int/cases/EngR/1811/606.pdf
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Since then private money (created by private banks) has been different from 
government issued or sovereign money (referred to as “Real Money3 and which 
only the Reserve Bank has the right to issue in New Zealand 4 - this is traditionally 
notes and coin, but in modern payment systems includes electronically created 
and issued funds in Accounts at the Reserve Bank). 
 
The system currently provides a benefit to banks, since they get depositors funds 
intended for payment transactions (because of the significant convenience value 
to customers), as well as deposits intended for savings or investment, and can use 
that money as they wish, including to back lending through the creation of more 
private money deposits on which they may then earn interest.  
 
This benefit is taken by the small group of Registered Banks that owns the 
privilege to privately create money. It is a privilege that, due to its enormous 
benefits, is often originally acquired as a result of intense rent-seeking behavior.5 
Private banks thus have little interest in changing the system, and have generally 
opposed efforts to ensure that depositors accounts are owned by depositors, or 
that they represent government issued money.6 
 
The linkage to payments is important because our current electronic payment 
system is a modern evolution of the cheque payment system.  As banks held 
customers’ payment monies in their cheque accounts, these were naturally the 
starting point for retail electronic payments.  
 

                                                 
3 Fiat money issued by the Government (Reserve Bank) - irredeemable and not to be 
confused with commodity backed Government issued money (e.g Gold Standard) 
advocated by some. 
4 Under the Reserve Bank Act of 1933 (and the subsequent Reserve Bank Act of 1989), the 
Reserve Bank became the only authority allowed to issue New Zealand currency, and 
Reserve Bank Notes and coins are legal tender for settling any debt. “The Legal History of 
Money in New Zealand: Ken Mathews, Reserve Bank Bulletin, 2003, Vol 66 No 1”.  
5 Benes and Kumhof; IMF Research paper; August 2012; "The Chicago Plan revisited" 
6 Various proposals have been made - 100% reserve ratios, separating deposits from credit 
activities, major reform of the monetary system such as the Chicago Plan, and legislation 
to make deposits secured. Proposals include; in the US - The American Monetary Act, 
and the American Monetary NEED Act HR2990 ; and in the UK in 2008 The Earl of 
Caithness's Private Members Bill "The Fully Secured Current Accounts Bill". 

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2012/wp12202.pdf
https://www.community-exchange.org/docs/american-monetary-reform-act.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/112th-congress/house-bill/2990/text
http://www.cobdencentre.org/?dl_id=78%E2%80%8E
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Since each Bank creates its own private money, progressive improvements have 
been introduced to speed up the processing of interbank payments7, thus reducing 
the risk of banks’ failing to meet payment obligations to each other. Banks are part 
of the ESAS8 system, which provides overnight interbank settlement and allows 
intraday settlements for high value payments at any time during the day9. These 
Interbank settlements (including for the net amounts owing between banks for 
customers' transactions) take place in Real (Sovereign) Money (i.e. amounts in 
accounts held by the banks [and other approved financial institutions] at the 
Reserve Bank). The ability to transfer money between banks is implemented at the 
intermediary (Bank) level only and not at the customer transaction level. 
Customers do not have direct access to ESAS accounts or ownership of electronic 
sovereign money. 
 
The Reserve Bank charges for the privilege of providing sovereign money for 
transactions. ESAS accounts cannot be overdrawn. To get money in their ESAS 
accounts, banks can either:  
• deposit notes and coin lodged with them by depositors; 
• receive payments from other ESAS members; 
• repo securities (at a discount) to borrow sovereign funds; 
• buy funds at the prevailing rate set by the Reserve Bank (OCR +1.7%); or  
• borrow from other ESAS members.  
 
Conversely the Bank pays interest on surplus funds (overnight) at a rate of (OCR-
0.5%). This is the overnight rate earned on “risk free money”.  
 
Individual Bank customers have no access to their own ESAS accounts and 
cannot earn overnight interest on their monies at this risk free rate. 
 
With the growing availability of credit through card companies the EFT-POS10 
payment systems had to be designed to allow the electronic recording of credit 
card company transactions as well as banking payments and the clearing within 
and between banks of transactions to be settled net through the ESAS system. 
The modern EFT-POS system allows payments to be debited from, and credited 
to, cash, savings and credit accounts. 
 
Bank customers are unsecured creditors of that bank, so the weakness and risk 
for ordinary customers in the current system of private money payments is that if 
any Bank fails, unsecured creditors (including customer deposits) may be called 
upon to meet the bank’s liabilities.  
                                                 
7 Since in accepting money from another bank, any bank had to be satisfied that the paying bank 
was solvent and could honor its obligations to redeem its monies in sovereign funds, if necessary. 
To resolve this mutual distrust, the Reserve Bank introduced the requirement that interbank daily 
net transfers be made in sovereign money, in which everyone had confidence.  
8 https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/markets-and-payments/esas  
9 Retail payment settlements between banks are made on a net basis (after clearing) at regular 
intervals. The system also provides for High Value payments of individual transactions to be made 
directly at any time. This is referred to as Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS).  
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EFTPOS 

https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/markets-and-payments/esas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EFTPOS
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Generally this risk raises no concerns for customers, except in the event of a 
failure of a bank, when the Open Bank Resolution (OBR)11 policy of the Reserve 
Bank now applies.  
 
The OBR policy of the Reserve Bank aims to speed up the resolution of the affairs 
of an insolvent financial institution, but provides no full protection12 for depositors 
monies for the extent to which they may required to meet the liabilities of the bank. 
 
Furthermore, the Reserve Bank has acknowledged  that “in flight” transactions 
(which have been entered by customers but not yet settled when the bank is 
declared insolvent) are not guaranteed to be settled completely in the event of the 
application of the OBR policy. Unless the Reserve Bank determines that they will 
(at the expense of other bank creditors), the payments system does not yet have 
finality, certainty, and irrevocability, nor is it sure to be free from disruption - basic 
objectives for the payment system that the Reserve Bank has, but softened a little 
under the current Financial Market Infrastructure (FMI) objectives by removing 
irrevocability and focusing more on risk management, governance, transparency 
and stability.13. 
 
Increasing the frequency of interbank settlements (which the Reserve Bank has 
encouraged)  further reduces payment settlement risk, but does not remove it, nor 
simplify the payment system. 
 
Significant and costly mitigations (through capital requirements for banks) are 
currently stipulated by the Reserve Bank to minimise the risk that a Bank failure 
will result in deposits losing their unsecured funds. Full protection for depositors 
requires either:  
• that depositors funds are fully secured;  
• that the Government guarantees depositors;  
• that insurance cover is provided, or  
• that depositors funds are treated as sovereign funds owned by the depositor, as 

Bank funds in their ESAS accounts are now.  
 
While different banks and card companies compete for customers, they all agree 
to use the central, standard electronic payment system, which is regulated by the 
Reserve Bank (which has responsibility for national payment systems). Standards 
for the payment system are now promulgated by Payments NZ Ltd. which also 
provides clearing services for banks customer transactions prior to net settlement. 
 

                                                 
11 https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/regulation-and-supervision/banks/open-bank-resolution  
12 The offering of a “de minimus” level of guaranteed funds for customers (to be 
determined in each case, but examples are as small as $4500 or $500) is not a guarantee 
that any significant level of depositors monies will be protected. 
13 https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/-/media/ReserveBank/Files/regulation-and-supervision/financial-
market-infrastructure-oversight/oversight-of-financial-market-infrastructures-in-new-
zealand.pdf?la=en 

https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/regulation-and-supervision/banks/open-bank-resolution
https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/-/media/ReserveBank/Files/regulation-and-supervision/financial-market-infrastructure-oversight/oversight-of-financial-market-infrastructures-in-new-zealand.pdf?la=en
https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/-/media/ReserveBank/Files/regulation-and-supervision/financial-market-infrastructure-oversight/oversight-of-financial-market-infrastructures-in-new-zealand.pdf?la=en
https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/-/media/ReserveBank/Files/regulation-and-supervision/financial-market-infrastructure-oversight/oversight-of-financial-market-infrastructures-in-new-zealand.pdf?la=en
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So there is already a high degree of standardisation, regulation and effective 
monopoly in the national electronic payment system built around bank accounts. It 
is ubiquitous in New Zealand and there is no practical competitive alternative for 
the public for most payments. The Government and many organisations now 
mandate that people in receipt of their payments have bank accounts for receipt of 
monies by electronic transfer. 
 
Providing Secured or Real Money Transaction Deposit Accounts for depositors 
funds will remove any need for (and arguments for) deposit insurance or 
Government guarantees (which add costs for depositors or taxpayers, and 
introduce moral hazard for bankers). 
 
Requiring electronic transactions for individual depositors to be in real money may 
be achieved in a variety of ways14, but implementing a Real Money payment 
system does not have to mean implementing more radical monetary reforms 
proposed such as eliminating private credit or money creation15.  
 
However the credit system is structured, extending our Real Money payment 
system to cover depositors transaction balances should not impact banks’ lending 
and borrowing. Customer credit payments and transactions can continue as at 
present - the system for consumer payments already distinguishes between 
cheque account and credit balances and payments. Bank customers can arrange 
overdraft facilities to credit Real Money to their transaction accounts for payments 
if they wish - as they do now in private bank-owned money. 
 
New Zealand has shown itself to be a leader in the development and use of 
electronic payment systems. Clearly the time has come, now that electronic 
payments are ubiquitous and we rely fully on the system’s availability and 
reliability, for the Reserve Bank to implement its objectives of “finality” and 
“certainty” fully in the system, by requiring the monies held in (and thus 
transactions to and from) our cheque accounts to be made in customers own Real 
Money. 
 
 
William Foster 
Revised December 2018 

                                                 
14 e.g. Other options include making cheque accounts Trust Accounts (following securities 
industry practice), or requiring banks to make transaction deposit accounts secured funds, 
or even making customers transaction accounts direct Reserve Bank accounts (though this 
level of disintermediation would be opposed by banks).  A clear separation is needed 
between transaction accounts (which can only earn at best the risk free rate of interest), and 
savings and other investment accounts (which would be monies on loan to the bank and 
may be invested [at risk] to earn higher returns). Implementation could be by Legislation 
or Reserve Bank Regulation. 
15 q.v.(5) 
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